
Starter:  Use Pythagorean Theorem to find 
x...leave your answer in fraction form...
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63 Trigonometric Ratios and the Unit Circle

Objectives: 
63a: I can evaluate trigonometric expressions using the 
unit circle. 
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Special Right Triangles
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Special Triangles with a Hypotenuses of 1
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Now let's look at a coordinate plane
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Special Triangles with a Hypotenuses of 1
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Special Triangles with a Hypotenuses of 1
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Special Triangles with a Hypotenuses of 1
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These coordinate pairs give us
the Seine cosine and tangent
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60 angle is Foz andThe adj side is 2 then tzfz.iq TJ
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Evaluate the following 

To evaluate find the angle on the unit circle

get the unitand determine the value circle from me
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Evaluate the following
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